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Abstract

Relevant context inference (RCI) is a modular technique for
ow- and context-sensitive data- ow analysis of statically
typed object-oriented programming languages such as C++
and Java. RCI can be used to analyze complete programs
as well as incomplete programs such as libraries; this approach does not require that the entire program be memoryresident during the analysis. RCI is presented in++the context
of points-to analysis for a realistic subset of C . The empirical evidence obtained from a prototype implementation
argues the e ectiveness of RCI.

1 Introduction
Points-to analysis [EGH94] for statically typed objectoriented programming languages (e.g., Java, C++ ) determines, at each program point, the objects to which a pointer
may point during execution. This information is crucial to
many applications, including static resolution of dynamically dispatched calls, side-e ect analysis, data- ow-based
testing, program slicing and aggressive compiler optimizations. The solution of concrete type inference [PC94], necessary for object-oriented optimizations such as method specialization and inlining, is subsumed by the solution of
points-to analysis, because the concrete type of a pointer
is the set of classes corresponding to the objects possibly
pointed to by that pointer.
The goal of our analysis is to preserve precision as much
as possible, without sacri cing scalability. Flow and context
sensitivity a ect both the precision and cost of analyses. A
ow-insensitive algorithm ignores the ordering of statements
within a method; by contrast, a ow-sensitive algorithm follows the control ow order of statements within a method,
and computes di erent solutions for a variable at distinct
program points. A context-sensitive algorithm considers
(sometimes approximately) only interprocedurally realizable
paths [SP81, LR91, EGH94, RHS95]: paths along which
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calls and returns are properly matched, while a contextinsensitive algorithm does not make this distinction.
Existing algorithms for points-to analysis vary in their
ow and context sensitivity; they compute approximate solutions which are supersets of the precise points-to solution. The least expensive, but most imprecise, are the owand context-insensitive approaches [Wei80, And94, Ste96,
ZRL96, SH97]. In contrast, the+ ow- and context-sensitive
techniques [LR92, CBC93, MLR 93, EGH94, Deu94, CHS95,
WL95, Ruf95, PR96] are the most precise but also the most
expensive (in time and memory). Although most of these
have been used for alias or points-to analysis of C, they can
be adapted for points-to analysis of C++ without exceptions.
The precision of the solution computed for points-to
analysis directly a ects its utility in applications. However, ow- and context-sensitive points-to analysis of C++
is dicult, due to dynamic dispatch, objects containing
pointers to subobjects (i.e., recursive types), and the many
invocation contexts per method. In addition, ow- and
context-sensitive algorithms are memory intensive; they frequently run out of memory while analyzing even moderately
sized programs. These diculties were addressed in the design (and implementation) of RCI, a modular technique explained here as applied to points-to analysis for a subset
of C++ . By the term modular, we mean a technique for
whole program analysis which never requires the entire program source to be in memory at any one time. Since much
object-oriented code is written as libraries, a goal of RCI
is to analyze incomplete programs. An additional goal for
RCI is that it maintain a sucient degree of precision in its
data- ow information for intended applications.
Intuitively, we analyze each method assuming unknown
initial values for parameters and globals at method entry.
The key insight is to obtain a summary function for the
data- ow e ect of method execution by bottom-up inference of the relevant conditions on the unknown initial values. These conditions capture only the relevant contexts
for a method, making this approach feasible, although the
summary function can be used in any context. Previous
techniques [LR92, Ema93, Ghi96, WL95], have incorporated
memoization of the data- ow solution associated with a particular calling context (or set of contexts).
In our approach, method bodies are analyzed rst separately from calling context information. The e ects of
a method on points-to analysis information is calculated,
sometimes dependent on certain conditions on the incoming
unknown initial values for parameters and globals. Rather
than calculate all possible conditions, the algorithm calculates only those conditions which may a ect points-to infor-

mation, by inferring them from the code of the method and
those other methods it may invoke directly or indirectly during its lifetime.1 Care is taken to observe those object elds
actually used by this method directly or indirectly through
calls; conditions are inferred for only those elds which are
used in this sense. The results of these calculations are twofold: (i) a points-to solution at each node of the method and
(ii) a summary transfer function for the method, a function
expressing method invocation e ects on the points-to solution; both are parametrized by the unknown initial values
and the conditions on these values. Summary functions for
callees are calculated before those of their callers. Then,
points-to information is propagated into a method from its
callers, with actual-parameter bindings accounted for. Recursion requires simultaneous handling of calls in the same
strongly connected component (SCC) of the program call
graph. Finally, the required points-to solution at a statement is computed on demand by instantiating the unknown
initial values using the points-to information at a method
entry.
This entire calculation is carefully staged, so that the
entire program source need not be in memory at any one
time, because the calculation can be done separately on the
SCC's of the program call graph.
Our algorithm is the rst modular, ow- and contextsensitive algorithm for points-to
analysis of programs written in a realistic subset of C++ . Moreover, although in this
paper we explain RCI in the context of points-to analysis
of C++ programs, the technique can be extended to handle libraries, Java programs with exceptions (but without
threads), and to solve other data- ow analysis problems.
The main results in this paper are:
 An algorithm for modular points-to analysis of programs written in a realistic subset of C++ .
 Empirical evidence for the e ectiveness of RCI as applied to points-to analysis of C++ .
Further details on this research are given in [CRL98b], including extensions to handle Java with exceptions and to
analyze libraries with applications to testing.

2 De nitions
This section presents many technical de nitions needed to
explain the algorithm and also delimits the subset of C++
which is handled.

C++ Subset. Given the limited space++available, we de-

ne a signi cantly restricted subset of C . In this paper,
we describe our algorithm and provide analysis (e.g., complexity results) on this simple subset. This allows us to
simplify the presentation while demonstrating the interesting
parts of our algorithm. The subset is de ned in Figure
12 . It includes single inheritance, dynamic dispatch, recursive types and pointer assignment statements with a single

1 This approach is analogous to the way pointer aliases are calculated in [LR92]. The possible reaching aliases (RA's) used in the
aliasing algorithm are those which actually are propagated to procedure entry, rather than all those aliases which possibly might be
propagated to the entry. Likewise, RCI solves for conditions that potentially a ect the data- ow solution, rather than for all conditions.
2 Expr is any side-e ect-free expression that does not have any
function call and that can be ignored for points-to analysis. [pattern]
means at most one occurrence of the pattern. fpattern
g+ means
one or more occurrences of the pattern. fpattern g means zero or
more occurrences of the pattern. fa j b g means a or b. The terminal
symbols are underlined.
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Figure 1: Simpler subset of C++
level of dereferencing.3 It excludes multiple inheritance, an
explicit address operator (i.e., pointers to the stack), reference type, function pointers, data members of structure
types (note this does not exclude data members of pointers
to structure types), general pointer assignment statements,
arrays (array elements are mapped to a single representative
element) and exceptions. Many of these constructs can be
easily accommodated by extending the algorithm; we will
brie y indicate these extensions where relevant.
If the algorithm is understood fully for the simple subset,
then handling of most of C++ requires handling of details
but not any changes to the
fundamental ideas of the algorithm. The subset of C++ that can easily be handled by
the modular points-to analysis algorithm excludes arbitrary
casting, uninstantiated templates, pointers to data members
and pointers to member methods (which are di erent from
ordinary function pointers). Up-cast of a derived class to a
base class and down-cast of a base class to a derived class
can be handled. Our implementation of the algorithm is
consistent with this bigger subset, only excluding in addition, multiple inheritance and exceptions.

Precision and Safety. At each program point, points-to
analysis calculates the set of objects to which a pointer may
point during some execution. Any static analysis technique
for points-to analysis needs to represent a potentially in nite number of heap-allocated, run-time objects with +a nite number of names. Following [LR92, CBC93, MLR 93,
WL95, Ste96], we represent all the run-time objects created
3 lhs = rhs, where lhs is p or p!f1 and rhs is q or q!f2.

g

at a program point n with the single name objectn, a heapname. A pair hptr,objectn ibelongs to the precise solution of

points-to analysis at a program point m if and only if there
exists an execution path from the start node of the program
to m, such that when this path is executed, at m the pointer
ptr points to an object created at program point n. A safe
solution of points-to analysis is one that is a superset of the
precise solution. Our modular points-to analysis algorithm
calculates a safe solution.

Data Representations. RCI stores the data- ow facts
together with corresponding alias and type context conditions (inferred by the analysis) in data- ow elements or
dfelms. The initial phase of the algorithm examines each
method, presuming unknown initial values for each of its
parameters and any global variables. Depending on the
pointer assignments in that method, these unknown initial
values may appear as variable names in the points-to relations and/or in corresponding conditions associated with
such relations.
We use varinit to represent the unknown initial value
for the global or parameter var. Note that varinit denotes the unknown initial object to which var points
and not the address of that object. varinit .nextinit represents the unknown initial value to which var!next
points. varinit .nextinit.nextinit represents the unknown initial value to which var!next!next points. Obviously, in
the presence of recursive types, the number of unknown initial values accessed in a method could be unbounded. To
overcome this problem, unknown initial values are mapped
into a nite number of sets. All the elements in a set are
represented by a single, representative name. RCI uses patterns in the access paths [Deu94] of unknown initial values
to form these sets[CRL98b].
For points-to analysis, each dfelm propagated by RCI
has the form:
hrelevant context, points-toi,
where points-to represents a pair of the form:
hvar, objecti.
var is a local pointer variable, a global pointer variable, an
unknown initial value's eld of pointer type or a heap-name's
eld of pointer type; and object is an unknown initial value
or heap-name. object can also be null, which is treated as a
special heap-name.
A relevant context has the form:
halias context, type context i.
An alias context is empty or it is a conjunction of potential
aliases and potential non-aliases between unknown initial
values. Each potential alias has the form:
(uiv1 eq uiv2 )
and each potential non-alias has the form:
(uiv1 neq uiv2 ).
Here uiv1 and uiv2 are unknown initial values. These potential aliases and potential non-aliases are inferred by the
algorithm during analysis; some data- ow facts are dependent on speci c conditions of this sort.
A type context is a conjunction of type constraints or
empty. Each type constraint has the form:
(uv.A::x),

where uv is an unknown initial value, A is a class and x is
a dynamically++dispatched method de ned in A (a virtual
method in C ). A::x represents the set of classes containing A and all the subtypes of A for which a virtual invocation
of method x will be resolved to the de nition of method x
in class A, A::x. The constraint means that the associated
dfelm is valid only in those contexts in which the concrete,
run-time type of uv (not the declared type) belongs to A::x.
As with reaching aliases in our earlier work on owsensitive aliasing[LR92], the relevant context of a dfelm provides a good approximation for a calling context. This allows data- ow information to be propagated along good approximations of realizable paths.

3 Modular Points-to Analysis
In this section, we explain RCI as applied to points-to analysis.

3.1 Four Phases of RCI

RCI is an iterative worklist algorithm that is ow- and
context-sensitive. RCI takes as input a statement-level interprocedural control ow graph or ICFG [LR92]. From
this, an initial approximate call graph is formed and decomposed into SCC's. The following phases are performed using
the SCC condensation (SCC-DAG).
 Phase 0: In this phase, RCI constructs a safe overestimate of the call graph called the initial call graph
by resolving dynamically4 dispatched calls using hierarchy analysis [DMM96]. Then RCI uses a linear-time
algorithm[CLR92] to construct the SCC-DAG of the
initial call graph. Note that the initial call graph need
not be precise, it only needs to be a safe overestimate;
the precision of any safe initial call graph only a ects
the eciency of RCI, and not the safety of the computed solution. The initial call graph can be made
more precise (e.g., by using [BS96]); however, in practice we have found hierarchy analysis to be adequate.
 Phase I: RCI traverses the SCC-DAG in a reverse topological order (bottom-up) and analyzes each
method assuming parameters and global variables have
unknown initial values. For each method RCI computes, in terms of unknown initial values, a safe approximation to the method's complete transfer function for pointers. We will call this approximation, the
summary transfer function. The summary transfer
function of a method M is the set of dfelms that reach
the exit node of M and that do not represent values
of local variables of M. This function summarizes the
possible e ects of method invocation on dfelms. The
summary transfer functions of methods in the same
SCC have cyclic dependences, so they are computed
simultaneously by xed point iteration. In contrast,
the summary transfer functions of methods in di erent SCC's have hierarchical dependences (or no dependence at all), and hence are computed by bottom-up
traversal on SCC-DAG, without iteration. After Phase
I, the summary transfer function of each method and
the points-to solution at each node in the method are
expressed in terms of the dfelms, de ned in Section 2,
which may contain unknown initial values.

4 In the initial call graph, function pointer call targets can be approximated by those functions whose addresses have been stored and
whose signatures match with the type of the called function.



Phase II: RCI traverses the SCC-DAG in a topolog-

ical order (top-down) and propagates concrete values
of unknown initial values to the entry nodes of methods. This phase involves only the entry nodes and
call nodes, and as our empirical results show, it is extremely fast. RCI considers only reachable methods
during this phase.
 Phase III: This phase involves only nodes that are not
entry nodes. In this phase, the unknown initial values
in the dfelms computed during Phase I are instantiated
by their concrete values computed in Phase II. This
phase is completely demand-driven, and needs to be
performed only at those nodes where the nal solution
is needed. After this phase, the points-to solution at
each node is expressed entirely in terms of program
variables and heap-names.
During the construction of the initial call graph using
hierarchy analysis, each method needs to be in memory once.
After this, each node of SCC-DAG (and hence each method)
needs to be in memory only three more times, once during
each of the phases I, II and III. The rest of the time, only a
method's summary transfer function or the Phase II solution
at the entry node of a method needs to be in memory. Hence,
this is a modular approach and requires less memory than
other whole-program-analysis techniques, in which a method
cannot be moved out of memory without the possibility of
it being needed again, until the nal solution is computed.
In these techniques, if the whole program is not kept in
memory, there is no a priori constant bound on the number
of times a method needs to be moved into or out of memory.
Of course, in the worst case, the entire initial call graph
may be a single SCC and RCI may need to keep the whole
program in memory. However, our empirical results show
that SCC's are quite small in practice and RCI is able to
analyze almost a method at a time. In some very speci c
domains (e.g., recursive descent parsing), SCC's may be occasionally large, however, even in these cases the entire initial call graph is unlikely to be a single SCC. For example,
in parsing, the SCC's of methods dealing with statements
are likely to be di erent from the SCC's of methods dealing
with types.

3.2 Phase I

In Phase I, RCI analyzes each method using the unknown
initial values of parameters and global variables. By analyzing a method, it infers the relevant potential aliasing
between unknown initial values and their relevant potential
concrete (not declared) types. RCI computes a dfelm conditioned on such potential aliases (i.e., dfelm's alias context)
and concrete types (i.e., dfelm's type context).
Propagation in this phase occurs in reverse topological
order on the SCC-DAG; the objective is to calculate the
points-to solution at each node in terms of unknown initial
values and to calculate a summary transfer function for each
method in the program, so it can be used to compute the
summary transfer function of the callers of the method. Intuitively, a dfelm d at the exit node of a method M is valid
at a call site that invokes M if and only if all the conjuncts
of the relevant context of d are true at the call site. In general, at a call site that invokes M, one of the following three
things happens for a conjunct of the relevant context of d:
the conjunct evaluates to true, it evaluates to false, or it
is translated into a similar conjunct involving the unknown
initial values of the caller.

For propagation of dfelms between methods in di erent
SCC's, no iteration is necessary. Using actual-parameter
bindings, the summary transfer function of the called
method can be used to calculate the dfelms returned from
the call.
However, to obtain the proper propagation of dfelms
through a non-trivial SCC, it is necessary to propagate
dfelms on the graph of the SCC itself. Since there are
cyclic dependences, iteration must be performed until a xed
point is reached. During this iteration, only a partial summary transfer function may be available at a method's exit
node; this is used when processing same-SCC callers of this
method. Whenever a new dfelm is added to the partial summary transfer function of a method, the same-SCC callers
of this method are informed about this dfelm, so that corresponding call sites can process this new dfelm.
The calculation of the points-to solution in terms of unknown initial values and the calculation of the summary
transfer function of a method are accomplished by the propagation of dfelms from method entry to exit using a worklist
algorithm. Initially the solution at each node is empty; it
grows monotonically as new dfelms are added. The code
of the method is represented in the ICFG. Points-to information which reaches an ICFG node serves as input to its
node transfer function which embodies the data- ow e ect
of the semantics of code corresponding to that node. We will
specify the statement transfer functions for points-to analysis at pointer assignments and call statements. In the next
section, we present examples showing these transfer functions and how relevant contexts are manipulated; we give
pseudocode for Phase I in Appendix A.

3.2.1 Examples of dfelm Propagation

Figure 2 shows the nal Phase I solution computed by
RCI at the top of each of the statements 1, 2, 3 and 4 (i.e.,
program points 1,2,3,4). The dfelms at program point 1 say
that all the variables have the same values as at the entry
node of method1. Since statement 1 assigns the value of a3
to the next eld of the value of a1, 2:1, the rst dfelm at
program point 2, says that the next eld of the unknown
initial value of a1 points to the unknown initial value of a3.
The relevant context hempty, emptyi means that both alias
context and type context are empty, and therefore this dfelm
is valid in all contexts.
At an assignment statement, for each set s of dfelms that
gives the values of the left and right hand sides, the relevant
context of the corresponding dfelm (implied by s) resulting
from the assignment is the conjunction of the relevant contexts of the dfelms of s. For statement 1, there is only one
such s which consists of 1:1 and 1:3, and the conjunction of
the relevant contexts of the dfelms of s is hempty, emptyi. If
the unknown initial values of a1 and a2 are the same, statement 1 also modi es the next eld of the unknown initial
value of a2. The dfelms 2:2 and 2:3 keep track of this potential modi cation. 2:2 is applicable to only those contexts
in which a1init and a2init are equal, while 2:3 is applicable
to only those contexts in which a1init and a2init are not
equal. The dfelms 3:1 and 3:2 are implied respectively by
2:2 and 2:3.
RCI does not consider a3init .next for potential modi cation at statement 1 because it is not used in method1.
RCI generates elds of unknown initial values lazily (as explained in Section 3.2.3), only inferring relevant potential
aliases and potential non-aliases. For example, the relationships of a3init with a1init and a2init are not relevant
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2: + f1:1 to 1:5g
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1:1
1:2
1:3
1:4
1:5
1:6
1:7

g
f

class A
public: A* next; public: A()
next = 0; ;
public: virtual A* choose( A* a1, A* a2 )
return a1;
;
;
class B: public A
;
class C: public A
public: A* choose( A* a1, A* a2 )
return a2;
;
;
class test
public: static A* global1;
public: static A* global2;
public: static void method1( A* a1, A* a2, A* a3 )
1: a1
next = a3;
2: global1 = a2
next;
3: global2 = a1
choose( a1, a2 );

f

g;

...

Figure 2: Phase I Solution
to method1 because rst, a3init .next is not used in method1
and second, a2init .next is not directly modi ed in method1.
Statement 3 is a dynamically dispatched call site. It can
invoke either A::choose or C::choose depending upon the
concrete type of a1init . As a result, RCI computes the values
of global2 at program point 4 conditioned on the potential
concrete types of a1init . The dfelm 4:1 says that global2
points to a1init in those contexts in which the concrete type
of a1init belongs to the set of types represented by A::choose
(i.e., fA,Bg). The meaning of 4:2 is similar. As before with
aliases, RCI only infers relevant potential concrete types;
for example, the concrete
types of a2init and a3init are not
relevant to method1.5 RCI does not kill any dfelm at a call
site unless the dfelm represents a value of the variable in
which the result of the call is stored, so the dfelms f1:1 to
1:3, 2:1 to 2:3, 3:1, 3:2g go across the call in statement 3.
The summary transfer function of method1 consists of the
dfelms at program point 4 except 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3, as these
three dfelms represent values of variables local to method1.
Now consider the call sites that invoke method1 from
another static method method2 of test.
static void method2( A* a4, A* a5, A* a6 )
A *p, *q;
5: method1(a4,a5,a6);
6: p = new B(); 7: q = new C();
8: method1(p,q,q);

9:

f

g

At call site 5, RCI translates the dfelms at the exit node
of method1 by replacing the unknown initial values of a1,
a2 and a3 with their values at call site 5 (i.e., the unknown
initial values of a4, a5 and a6 respectively). Note: this is
propagating data- ow information from callee back to caller.
For example:

5 In C++ , a call through an unknown initial value of a function
pointer can be handled similarly by conditioning on the relationships
between the unknown initial value (of the function pointer) and the
functions that can be potentially invoked, that is, functions whose
addresses have been stored in a function pointer and whose signatures
match with the type of the call. For libraries, we assume that no
function external to the library is invoked through a function pointer
in the library (see [CRL98b] for details).




hh(a1init eq a2init),emptyi, hglobal1, a3initii
is translated to
hh(a4init eq a5init),emptyi, hglobal1, a6initii.
hhempty,(a1init.C::choose)i, hglobal2, a2initii
is translated to
hhempty,(a4init.C::choose)i, hglobal2, a5initii.

At call site 8, RCI evaluates the relevant contexts of the
dfelms at the exit node of method1 using object6 as a1init
and object7 as a2init and a3init . For example:
 hh(a1init eq a2init ),emptyi, hglobal1, a3init ii
is not applicable to this call site as
(object6 eq object7 ) is false.
 hh(a1init neq a2init),emptyi, hglobal1, a2init .nextinit ii
is translated to
hhempty, emptyi, hglobal1, nullii
because (object6 neq object7 ) is true and the value of
object7 .next is null at program point 8.
 hhempty,(a1init.A::choose)i, hglobal2, a1init ii
is translated to
hhempty, emptyi, hglobal2, object6 ii
because B, the concrete type of a1init , belongs
to A::choose, i.e., fA,Bg.
To summarize, at each call site RCI stores the bindings
between the actuals and the unknown initial values of the
methods invocable from the call site and the relevant contexts of the dfelms that imply these bindings. At call sites 5
and 8, these relevant contexts happen to be hempty, emptyi.
When the actual-to-uiv bindings are used for replacing unknown initial values with actuals in a dfelm d1, each resulting dfelm d2 is associated with a new relevant context. This
context is the conjunction of the contexts of the bindings
used in generating d2 and the context of d1, instantiated
with the actuals.
Although the example in Figure 2 has recursive types,
only a nite number of unknown initial values are accessed
in it, so representative names are not needed.

3.2.2 Lazy Strong Update

An assignment to a local or global variable can be safely
killed at a subsequent assignment to the same variable.
In contrast, an assignment to a eld of a heap-name cannot be killed (without computing additional information),
because a heap-name may represent more than one runtime object. RCI sometimes is able to kill assignments
to the elds of unknown initial values because for a particular call to a method, an unknown initial value represents the same run-time object throughout that method
execution[WL95, CRL98b].
When a points-to set of a pointer is of cardinality one,
then may points-to information is e ectively must pointsto information (remember we explicitly track null). This
forms the basis on which our algorithm performs kills of
dfelms. RCI performs kills for the elds of unknown initial
values lazily. During Phase I, when a dfelm d representing
the value of a eld of an unknown initial value reaches a
pointer assignment node n that can kill d according to the
current points-to solution (i.e., the current solution implies
that n must update that eld of the unknown initial value),
the decision for killing d cannot be made immediately. Until
a xed point is reached, only a partial solution is available
at n and the must update could change to a may update
according to a potentially larger xed-point solution. In
this situation, RCI does not propagate d immediately to the
successors of n; instead, it marks n and d. After the worklist
for a SCC becomes empty, RCI revisits the marked nodes to
check if the marked dfelms are killed according to the current
solution. If not, it unmarks the dfelms that should not be
killed, and restarts iteration to propagate these unmarked
dfelms. The propagation stops for a SCC when none of
the remaining marked dfelms require repropagation (i.e., the
marked nodes kill the marked dfelms according to the xedpoint solution). In practice, we have found this scheme to
be quite e ective.
This lazy propagation is ecient because the nodes that
need to be revisited belong to the same SCC and their number is bounded by the size of the SCC. As shown in Section
5, the SCC's are usually small.

3.2.3 Optimizations of Phase I

There are several optimizations used in Phase I to minimize the amount of data- ow information which needs to
be propagated by the algorithm, as this directly a ects its
cost.
Limiting relevant context. Let d be a dfelm at the
exit node of a method M, C be a call site that invokes M and
rc be the relevant context of d. If rc evaluates to true at C,
any relevant context t that is contained in rc (i.e., the set of
conjuncts of t is a subset of the set of conjuncts of rc) also
evaluates6 to true at C. As a result, we have the following
theorem:
Theorem 1 For any dfelm with relevant context r, it is safe
to replace r with a relevant context s that is contained in r.
Due to Theorem 1, instead of the complete relevant context, RCI can use any subset of these conjuncts without
compromising safety, although this may cause propagation
of spurious dfelms to call sites where only a part of the original relevant context is valid (i.e., we are using approximate
6 This is similar to the use of one reaching alias instead of a set of

reaching aliases in [LR92].

context sensitivity). Many heuristics can be used for choosing the part of the complete relevant context that is stored.
At present we use a simple heuristic: if the user speci es a
bound of k on the number of conjuncts of a speci c kind,
we store the rst k conjuncts of this kind associated with a
dfelm; the rest of the conjuncts are dropped. This bound
is imposed uniformly for all dfelms; however, RCI allows
di erent bounds for di erent dfelms.
Reduction of alias context. Let t1 and t2 be two
classes. If t1 and t2 satisfy any of the following: (i) t1 is
same as t2, (ii) t1 is a subtype of t2 or (iii) t1 is a supertype
of t2, then t1 and t2 are called compatible. Two unknown
initial values are called compatible if and only if their declared classes are compatible. For the concrete values of
two unknown initial values to be the same, the unknown
initial values must be compatible.7 Thus, only compatible
unknown initial values can participate in a potential alias or
a potential non-alias. Whenever a eld of an unknown initial value is modi ed, the same eld of another compatible
unknown initial value can also be potentially modi ed, and
for safety, dfelms with appropriate alias contexts need to be
generated to record this potential modi cation. However,
the following three optimizations enable RCI to avoid the
generation of some of these dfelms without compromising
safety.
Lazy Generation of Fields. RCI considers only those
elds of an unknown initial value that are used in a method
M, either directly at pointer assignment statements in M
or indirectly, through actual-to-uiv bindings, at pointer assignment statements in methods invoked from M through a
series of calls. For example, in Figure 2, the next eld of
a3init is not considered because it is not used in method1.
When a eld f of an unknown initial value is found to be
used for the rst time in M, this fact is propagated to the
callers of M in the same SCC as M. If through actual-to-uiv
bindings, access to f causes access to other elds for the rst
time in same-SCC callers, facts representing access to these
elds are also propagated iteratively using a worklist. At an
assignment statement, the elds that are considered for potential modi cation and generation of alias contexts are the
elds that are used in the method. For example, the next
eld of a3init is not considered for potential modi cation at
statement 1 of method1, although a3init has the same type
as a1init .
Write-only Fields. Consider the following method
which is part of class test de ned in Figure 2.

! next = prm3;
= prm2 ! next;
! next = global2; g

void method3(
1: prm1
2: global1
3: prm3

A* prm1, A* prm2, A* prm3 )

f

This method uses the next elds of the unknown initial values prm1init , prm2init and prm3init . Thus, the next
elds of prm2init and prm3init should be considered for potential modi cation at statement 1. However, the next eld
of prm3init is only used for writing and it is never read in
method3. As a result, at statement 1, it is unnecessary to
generate a dfelm to represent the potential modi cation of
the next eld of prm3init . This modi cation will be automatically seen at a call site of method3 where the values of
prm1init and prm3init are the same. On the other hand,
consider a call site C that invokes method3 and where it

7 Multiple inheritance can be easily accommodated by extending
the de nition of compatible classes so that two classes are compatible
if either one of the above three conditions hold or these two classes
have a common derived class.

is possible for the values of prm1init and prm3init to be
distinct unknown initial values. Suppose C is contained in
method M. Further, let uv1 and uv2 be two distinct unknown initial values that are respectively values of prm1init
and prm3init at C. If the next eld of uv2 is read in M, RCI
will generate a dfelm with appropriate alias context in M to
record the potential modi cation to the next eld of uv2 due
to the modi cation of the next eld of uv1 at the statement
1 of method3.
Initially, RCI considers all the elds of unknown initial
values to be write-only. When a eld is found to be read
for the rst time, it is made read/write and a candidate for
potential modi cation; thereafter, it will be considered for
the generation of alias context.
Restricting alias context to unknown initial values. At a pointer-assignment statement, RCI only considers the elds of unknown initial values (not heap-names) for
potential modi cation and the generation of alias context.
This is safe because for any particular call to a method, the
run-time objects represented by a heap-name in the method
during Phase I are di erent from the run-time objects represented by any of the unknown initial values. Although a
heap-name appearing in a method during Phase I could be
associated with an unknown initial value of the method in
Phase II, for any particular call to the method, the run-time
objects represented by the heap-name in the two cases are
di erent. Consider the following methods which are part of
class test de ned in Figure 2:

f

A* method4( A *prm )
A *p, *q;
1: p = new A();
2: prm
next = 0;
3: q = p
next;
return p;

!
!
g

f

void method5()
A *r, *s;
4: r = new A();
5: s = method4(r);
6: r = method4(s);

g

The heap-name object1 is a value of the unknown initial
value prminit and it is also used in method4 during Phase
I. The next eld of object1 is read at statement 3 and the
type of object1 is the same as the type of prminit . However,
at statement 2, when the next eld of prminit is modi ed,
the next eld of object1 need not be considered for potential
modi cation. This is safe because at statement 6, where
object1 is the value of prminit , object1 represents run-time
objects created at statement 1 when method4 is called from
statement 5; and for the call to method4 at statement 6,
object1 appearing in the Phase I solution of method4 represents run-time objects created
at statement 1 when method4
is called from statement 6.8

3.3 Phase II

For each concrete value of an unknown initial value, computed at the entry node of a method M during this phase,
RCI visits each of the call sites in M and does the following:
 For each dynamically dispatched call site C in M, RCI
incrementally computes the set of methods invocable
from C. Suppose the receiver at C is the value of a
pointer variable p. Let S be the set of dfelms computed
during Phase I that represent the values of p at C. RCI
evaluates the dfelms of S by instantiating unknown initial values with their concrete values computed at the
entry node of M. Those dfelms whose relevant contexts evaluate to true yield the concrete values of p

8 In C++ a pointer to a global can be created and hence a global
can be a value of an unknown initial value. Therefore, a global can
be used in a method either directly or through an unknown initial
value, and thus a global can also be part of alias context.

at C, which are used to determine the set of methods
invocable from C. Thus, at the end of Phase II, RCI
produces the nal call graph which is a signi cant
re nement of the initial call graph. At a dynamically
dispatched call site in the nal call graph, the only targets considered invocable are those that are invocable
using the concrete values of the receiver computed at
the call site during Phase II.
 At each call site C, RCI uses the actual-to-uiv bindings
computed during Phase I (see Section 3.2.1) to propagate concrete values to the methods invocable from C.
RCI evaluates the relevant contexts associated with an
actual-to-uiv binding by substituting the unknown initial values in the relevant contexts with their concrete
values computed at the entry node of M. A binding is
used for propagation if and only if at least one of the
relevant contexts associated with the binding evaluates
to true.
For methods in the same SCC, the concrete values are
propagated iteratively until a xed point is reached, while
for methods in di erent SCC's, the propagation is done in a
top-down manner without iteration.
In order to avoid propagation of concrete values from unreachable methods, RCI computes an initial set of reachable
methods, and then incrementally expands this set during
Phase II. For
complete programs, the initial set consists of
only main.9 When RCI visits each node of SCC-DAG in
a topological order during Phase II, it considers only those
methods in the current SCC that have been marked reachable. Whenever RCI nds an unmarked method to be invocable from a call site in a reachable method, it marks the
new method also as reachable.
For example, consider Phase II for the example given in
Figure 2 and method2 (see Section 3.2.1). For simplicity,
assume that method2 is reachable. As a result, method1
is also reachable as it is invoked from method2. At call
site 8, RCI stores an actual-to-uiv binding between object6
and a1init , and the only relevant context of this binding is
hempty, emptyi. Since the relevant context hempty, emptyi
trivially evaluates to true, Phase II propagates object6 as
a concrete value of a1init to the entry node of method1.
At the call site in statement 3, the value of the receiver is
the value of a1, and the value of a1 is given by the dfelm
hhempty, emptyi, ha1, a1init ii. Phase II substitutes object6
for a1init in this dfelm to obtain object6 as a concrete value
of the receiver. This implies that A::choose is invocable
from statement 3 and the nal call graph has an edge from
statement 3 to A::choose.

3.4 Phase III

Let n be a non-entry node in a reachable method M. If the
solution of points-to analysis is needed at n, each dfelm computed at n during Phase I is instantiated with the concrete
values computed at the entry node of M during Phase II.
Those instantiations for which relevant contexts evaluate to
true yield the solution of points-to analysis at n. After instantiation with concrete values, a dfelm yields a points-to of
the form hvar, objecti, where var is a local pointer variable,
a global pointer variable or a heap-name's eld of pointer
type, and object is a heap-name.

9 For incomplete programs like libraries, the initial set consists of
all the methods that could be directly invoked from outside the incomplete program.

Consider Phase III for the example in Figure 2 and
method2 (see Section 3.2.1). Suppose, Phase III needs to be
done at program point 4. For this, each dfelm at program
point 4 is instantiated with the concrete values computed
at the entry node of method1. For example, when a1init is
instantiated by object6 in the rst dfelm at program point
4, the relevant context of the dfelm evaluates to true and
the dfelm yields the points-to hglobal2, object6 i.

3.5 Complexity

In this section, we brie y discuss the complexity of the various steps of RCI. We will focus on the important, dominating terms and, for simplicity, ignore
less important terms.
The analysis is for the subset of C++ in Figure 1, but this
does not signi cantly impact the nal results.

Phase 0. Let Tmax be the maximum number of targets
of a call site in the initial call graph, let Nc be the total number of call nodes and let Nproc be the total number of procedures/methods. The complexity of Phase 0 is
O(Tmax Nc + Nproc ).
Phase I. The scheme for dealing with recursive types ensures that the total number of unknown initial values and
hence the total number of possible dfelms is nite, even if no
bound is imposed on the number of conjuncts in a relevant
context. Since RCI does only a nite amount of work for
each dfelm at a program point and at each step RCI considers a new dfelm at a program point, RCI always terminates.
Let the total number of unknown initial values generated by
RCI be Nuiv , the number of user-de ned pointer variables
be Nvar , the maximum number of elds of a class (including inherited elds) be Fmax , the total number of classes
be Nclass, the number of ICFG nodes be Nnodes, the total
number of heap-names be Nh and the bound on the number
of conjuncts in a relevant context be k.
Let Nrc be the number of possible relevant contexts. Nrc
2 , tc = Nuiv Tmax g.
is at most O((pa + tc)k ), where fpa = 2Nuiv
Here pa is an upper bound on the number of possible potential aliases and potential non-aliases, and tc is an upper
bound on the number of possible type constraints. Let Npt
be the number of possible
 points-tos. Npt is at most 
fm = (Nh + Nuiv )Fmax + Nvar .
O(fm  sm); where sm
= Nh + Nuiv
Here fm is an upper bound on the number of pointers that
can be the rst member of a points-to pair and sm is an
upper bound on the number of values for the second member. Now, let Ndfe be the total number of possible dfelms.
Ndfe is at most O(Nrc Npt). Hence the total number of possible dfelms is polynomial in Nuiv ,Nvar ,Nh, Tmax and Fmax ,
assuming k is constant.
Now consider the work done by RCI at a pointer assignment node. For each dfelm reaching such a node,
O(nl  nr), where fnl = (Nuiv + Nh )  Nrc , nr = nlg, is an
upper bound on the work done for dfelms directly generated by the pointer assignment statement. Here nl is an
upper bound on the number of elements in lhs rc loc pairs
(see Appendix A) and similarly, nr is an upper bound on
the number of elements in rhs rc loc pairs. O(Nuiv  cs),
where fcs = Nrc Nuiv (Nuiv + Nh )g, is an upper bound on
the work done in generating dfelms due to potential aliases.
Here cs is an upper bound on the number of dfelms in
new generated dfes (see Appendix A) that may generate
dfelms due to potential aliases. Finally, O(nl  cs) is an

upper bound on the work done in generating dfelms due to
potential non-aliases. Here cs is an upper bound on the
number of dfelms in the current solution of the pointer assignment node that may generate dfelms due to potential
non-aliases.
Similarly, it can be shown that at any node, for each
dfelm reaching that node, the work done by RCI is polynomial in Nuiv ; Nh ; Nvar ; Tmax and Fmax (assuming k is
constant and a constant bound on the number of intraprocedural successors of a node). Let Nwork be the maximum
amount of work done by RCI for a dfelm at a program point.
Since at each step RCI considers a new dfelm at a program point, the total amount of work done by RCI is
O(Ndfe  Nnodes  Nwork ). Hence the total work done by RCI
is polynomial in Nuiv ; Nh ; Nvar ; Tmax ; Fmax and Nnodes, assuming k is constant.
Nh ; Nvar ; Tmax ; Fmax and Nnodes are obviously bounded
by the size of the program. However, in theoretically contrived cases, RCI can generate an exponential number of unknown initial values (see Appendix B). Although we never
encountered this in practice, it can be easily avoided by enforcing a bound t on the lengths of access paths of unknown
initial values (analogous to k-limiting [JM82]). Among the
unknown initial values accessible from a root unknown initial value, all the unknown initial values of the same type
and having access paths longer than t will be represented by
the same representative name. This will ensure that Nuiv is
polynomial in Nproc ; Nvar ; Fmax and Nclass.

Phase II. Let Cmax be the maximum number of call
nodes in a procedure/method. Let Nmap be the maximum
number of actual-to-uiv mappings stored at a call node.
Nmap is at most O(np  nr), where fnp = (Nh + Nuiv )Nuiv ,
nr = Nrc g. Here np is the maximum number of pairs of actuals and unknown initial values and the term nr counts the
relevant contexts associated with each actual-to-uiv mapping. Let Nprop be the maximum amount of work done
by RCI at a call node for a concrete value of an unknown
initial value. Nprop is at most O(Nmap  (ce + cp)), where
fce = Nh2k k  Nh , cp = Nh g. Here ce is the worst case cost
of evaluating a relevant context and the associated actual.
This is because each unknown initial value can have at most
Nh concrete values. cp is the worst case cost of propagating concrete values to the entry node of a target procedure.
So the total amount of work done during this phase in the
worst case is O((Nuiv Nh )Cmax Nprop ). Here O(Nuiv Nh ) is
an upper bound on the number of pairs of unknown initial
values and their concrete values.
Phase III. The worst case of evaluating
a dfelm2 during
2k

this phase is O(er  ep), where fer = Nh k, ep = Nh g. Here
er is the worst case cost of evaluating the relevant context
of the dfelm and ep is the worst case cost of evaluating the
points-to of the
dfelm. Hence the worst case cost of this
phase is O(Nh2k+2 k  Nnodes  Ndfe ).

4 Extensions
In this section, we brie y describe some extensions of RCI
whose details are given in [CRL98b].
RCI has been designed to work on both C++ and Java,
as our subset of C++ contains the essential features of both
languages except threads. Modular points-to analysis has
been extended to handle Java exceptions. The essential idea
is to store additional information in the relevant context that

summarizes control- ow due to exceptions. The modular
nature of RCI is una ected and its overall structure remains
the same. Only the de nition of the dfelms computed by
Phase I must be extended to account for the possible controlow due to exceptions. Under the same assumptions as in
Section 3.5, RCI is polynomial-time even in the presence of
exceptions. A complexity classi cation of doing analysis in
the presence of exceptions is given in [CRL98a].
Another important property of RCI is that incomplete
programs such as libraries can be analyzed. A unknown initial value at the entry node of a method of a library, that
can be directly invoked from a call site outside the library,
is called an interface initial value. When RCI is used for
analyzing a library L, during Phase II RCI treats an interface initial value like a concrete value and similarly propagates an interface initial value to the entry nodes of other
methods. During Phase II or III, when RCI instantiates an
unknown initial value in a conjunct with an interface initial
value, conservative worst-case assumptions are made about
the interface initial value for evaluating the conjunct.
Relevant contexts computed by RCI can be used for
generating relevant test cases for libraries. These contexts
provide valuable information about how a library may be
used in general; this information cannot be obtained from
a whole-program-analysis of a particular driver with the library. These contexts suggest a new coverage measure for
the unit testing of libraries that can be used with other standard coverage measures.

5 Implementation
Our implementation has been built using the PROLANGS
Analysis Framework (PAF) which incorporates
the Edison
Design Group front end for ANSI C++ .10 Our initial empirical results with modular points-to analysis are encouraging;
however, this is a proof-of-concept implementation and there
is scope for optimization.
Table 1 contains some characteristics of the thirteen C++
programs we have analyzed. These are some of the benchmarks used in [PR96, BS96, CGZ95].11 The columns lines,
ICFG nodes, methods, virtual calls, SCC's and Max SCC
respectively show the number of lines of code, ICFG nodes,
methods, dynamically dispatched call sites, nodes in SCCDAG and methods in the maximum-sized SCC for each program.
Table 2 contains the timings using a Sparc-20 with 352
megabytes of memory. These timings do not include time for
scanning, parsing or I/O. The column Bounds contains pairs
(i; j ) which mean that the bounds on the number of potential
aliases and type constraints of each relevant context were i
and j respectively.
We analyzed richards, deriv1, FeynLib, opProd, penguin,
Bdecay and electron with more than one set of bounds. The
second row of (1,1) for richards corresponds to an analysis
that only allowed either one potential alias or one type constraint per relevant context. Di erent bounds yielded measurable variations in those characteristics shown in Tables
2 and 3, but there was no di erence in the information reported for the two applications in Table 4. We analyzed with
10 See http://www.prolangs.rutgers.edu/public.html.
11

trees implements trees, deriv1 implements arithmetic expression
trees, employ implements a class hierarchy for di erent kinds of employees in a company, richards is an operating system scheduler,
deltablue is a symbolic constraint solver, sampleAdv, vmatrix and
vvector perform matrix computations, and FeynLib is a library for
drawing Feynman Diagrams for which Bdecay, electron, opProd and
penguin are drivers for di erent kinds of elementary particles.

smaller bounds those programs with large running times for
higher bounds, and studied the cost-precision tradeo with
respect to the applications reported in Table 4.
Although Phase III is demand-driven, for these experiments Phase III was performed at all non-entry nodes. The
Phase I solution of a library can be shared by di erent driver
programs. This is illustrated by the Phase I timings of
Bdecay, electron, opProd and penguin. For these programs,
t1 + t2 means the time for the driver code is t1 and the time
for the library code is t2 , a shared cost which is only incurred
once.
Although trees and employ are small benchmarks, these
are important to show the two orders of magnitude timing improvement over a previous ow- and context-sensitive,
whole-program-analysis technique [PR96], which took 690
and 450 seconds for these benchmarks.
In Table 3, the columns PA's and TC's show the total
number of potential aliases and type constraints generated.
The column Max Size Relevant Context shows the maximum
number of conjuncts in any non-empty relevant context. In
order to get an estimate of the memory saving obtained by
using summary transfer functions, we normalized the size of
the summary transfer function of each method with the size
of the complete Phase I solution of the method. To compute
the latter, we considered only those nodes which are relevant
for points-to analysis: we excluded those nodes which preserve points-to information. Then we averaged these normalized sizes over all methods in a program to compute the
average size of a summary transfer function for a program;
results are presented as a percentage in column Ave Size
Summ Fcn. Another possibility would have been to compare the sizes of the summary transfer functions with the
number of nodes in the corresponding methods. But this is
not reasonable because the cost of reanalyzing a method depends upon the size of the points-to solution of the method
and the number of nodes reachable from the method during
an invocation (not just the number of nodes in the method).
Our comparison gives a better indication of the reduction
in memory requirement achieved, as RCI needs to keep in
memory only the summary transfer functions of the methods called from the current SCC, rather than the complete
solution of those methods.
No counts are reported for potential non-aliases because
at present, our implementation does not generate any potential non-aliases. By Theorem 1, this does not a ect safety of
the computed solution. The impact of potential non-aliases
on the precision of points-to analysis is likely to be small,
because a potential non-alias must evaluate to false to increase precision, and this will only occur if both uiv1 and
uiv2 map to the same unknown initial value during Phase I.
If they both map to the same heap-name, the potential nonalias evaluates to true because the heap-name can represent
more than one run-time object. We have chosen to describe
RCI as including calculation of potential non-aliases, because we believe they can be useful for other applications
(e.g., analyzing libraries, testing etc).
In order to test the quality of the solution computed
by RCI, we used the solution for two di erent applications:
side-e ect analysis or MOD [LRZ93, SRLZ98] and virtual
function resolution [PR96]. The results for MOD are shown
in Table 4. The column AvConcrete MOD shows the average number of heap-names whose elds are modi ed by
a pointer-assignment statement according to the Phase III
solution. In object-oriented programs, since a method is
usually called from many di erent contexts, the number of
heap-names modi ed at a statement could be large even in

the precise solution. We veri ed by inspection that multiple
calling contexts is the reason why some of the AvConcrete
MOD numbers are high. Therefore, we used the Phase I
solution to compute the average number of unknown initial
values or heap-names whose elds are modi ed at a pointerassignment statement. This factors out the e ect of expansion of an unknown initial value into multiple concrete values
because of the invocation of a method from multiple contexts. Column AvAbstract MOD shows this second average
over all pointer-assignment statements for each benchmark.
Table 4 and Figure 3 show our results for virtual function resolution. RCI is probably more precise ++
than necessary for solving virtual function resolution for C , because
it is really aimed at problems where there is more gain from
ow and context sensitivity; nevertheless, our results show
that there are calls for which RCI enables much better resolution, with concomitant opportunities for aggressive optimizations such as instruction scheduling and specialization.
Column Reachable Virtual Calls shows how many of the virtual calls in each program, are actually reachable (with the
given drivers for libraries). Column Unique Hierarchy shows
the number of reachable calls which are uniquely resolved
by hierarchy analysis. Column Di erences RCI-Hierarchy
shows the number of those reachable calls for which the
number of targets found by RCI is less than the number of
targets found by hierarchy analysis. In Figure 3 we show the
number of these di ering calls in each program and the sizes
of the di erences. As noted above, changing bounds made
no di erence in these results. The possible loss of precision due to imposing bounds on the number of conjuncts
in a relevant context, was not observed in the applications
we considered. For them, using lower bounds improved running time signi cantly. However, for other applications and
benchmarks, the situation might be di erent.

6 Related Work
Wilson and Lam [WL95] have also used unknown initial values in their algorithm for points-to analysis of C programs;
however, there are signi cant di erences between RCI and
their approach. Their algorithm needs to know the exact
alias relationships between the unknown initial values before a procedure can be analyzed. Their algorithm keeps
the whole program in memory and cannot analyze incomplete programs. They construct partial transfer functions,
while RCI constructs summary transfer functions that approximate complete transfer functions. As their algorithm is
for C, they handle neither dynamic dispatch nor exceptions,
however, they do handle function pointers. Sometimes,
if there are very few calls to a method in a complete program and very few of the possible relevant contexts occur,
using summary transfer functions instead of partial transfer
functions could be more costly.
Unknown initial values are similar to non-visible variables used in [LR92] and invisible variables used in [EGH94]
for summarizing the values of pointers that point to outof-scope variables. Moreover, there are aspects of hybrid
data- ow analysis [MR90] in which unknown initial values
are used to model representative external values in a local
analysis.
In [FF97], the authors present a method for doing setbased analysis in a component-wise manner for Scheme programs. Since this is not a data- ow analysis and is not aimed
at an object-oriented language, it is dicult to directly compare this work to RCI. Essentially, [FF97] describes an optimization technique for set-based analyses, when it is known

programs

lines ICFG methods virtual SCC's Max
nodes
calls
SCC
trees
217
280
25
3
21
3
deriv1
192
320
27
28
23
3
employ
947
463
60
4
60
1
richards
987
918
87
82
87
1
deltablue 1509 1471
112
185
112
1
sampleAdv 3130 2203
130
9
130
1
vmatrix
3607 2783
128
9
128
1
vvector
3681 3401
138
9
138
1
FeynLib
6222 7247
229
47
219
4
opProd
6289 7340
230
47
219
4
penguin
6313 7450
230
47
219
4
Bdecay
6293 7465
230
47
219
4
electron
6321 7502
230
47
219
4
Table 1: Benchmarks
program
Ph 0
Ph I Ph II Ph III Bounds
trees
0.01
0.64 0.05
0.30 (1,1)
deriv1
0.02
5.95 0.05
0.66 (1,1)
deriv1
2.42 0.06
0.52 (1,1)
employ
0.01
0.76 0.05
0.31 (1,1)
richards
0.02
33.50 0.16
9.99 (1,1)
richards
17.56 0.15
8.38
(1,1)
richards
9.87 0.17
6.22
(1,1)
deltablue
0.03
4.33 0.24
1.84 (1,1)
sampleAdv 0.03
4.42 0.03
0.79 (1,1)
vmatrix
0.04
6.98 0.12
4.07 (1,1)
vvector
0.05
10.27 0.16
5.87 (1,1)
opProd
0.08 3.21+99.52 2.74 34.46
(1,1)
opProd
5.38+437.72 1.64 68.38
(2,2)
penguin
0.09 3.98+99.52 2.14 30.29
(1,1)
penguin
5.25+437.72 1.52 51.70
(2,2)
Bdecay
0.08 4.15+99.52 2.10 29.92
(1,1)
Bdecay
7.24+437.72 1.41 51.54
(2,2)
electron
0.09 5.06+99.52 2.18 33.41
(1,1)
electron
4.25+437.72 1.50 61.59
(2,2)
Table 2: Timings in Seconds
program

PA's TC's Max Size
Ave Size Bounds
Relevant Summ Fcn
Context
trees
4
12
1
8.7% (1,1)
deriv1
0 116
3
6.4% (1,1)
deriv1
0 116
1
6.3% (1,1)
employ
0
36
1
5.8% (1,1)
richards
85
5
3
9.0% (1,1)
richards
84
5
2
9.0%
(1,1)
richards
77
5
1
9.0%
(1,1)
deltablue
1
12
1
3.9% (1,1)
sampleAdv
11
5
2
7.4% (1,1)
vmatrix
10
2
2
7.4% (1,1)
vvector
10
6
2
7.2% (1,1)
FeynLib
115 535
1
3.5%
(1,1)
FeynLib
245 579
2
3.7%
(2,2)
opProd
115 535
1
3.5%
(1,1)
opProd
245 579
2
3.7%
(2,2)
penguin
115 535
1
3.5%
(1,1)
penguin
245 579
2
3.7%
(2,2)
Bdecay
115 535
1
3.5%
(1,1)
Bdecay
245 579
2
3.7%
(2,2)
electron
115 535
1
3.5%
(1,1)
electron
245 579
2
3.7%
(2,2)
Table 3: Performance Data

program

AvAbstract AvConcrete
Reachable
Unique
Di erences Bounds
MOD
MOD Virtual Calls Hierarchy RCI-Hierarchy
trees
1
1.54
1
0
1 (1,1)
deriv1
1
3.67
20
10
10 (1,1)
employ
1
2.60
4
0
4 (1,1)
richards
1.100
2.48
82
81
1 (1,1)
deltablue
1.062
2.50
133
132
1 (1,1)
sampleAdv
1
5.14
2
0
2 (1,1)
vmatrix
1
15.14
6
5
1 (1,1)
vvector
1
9.40
2
0
2 (1,1)
opProd
1.007
2.54
5
0
5
(1,1)
penguin
1.007
1.88
6
0
6
(1,1)
Bdecay
1.007
1.98
4
0
4
(1,1)
electron
1.007
2.17
7
0
7
(1,1)
Table 4: Applications
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Figure 3: Di erences in Precision between RCI and Hierarchy Analysis

that di erent sets of constraints correspond to separate modules of the program. It is modular in the sense that the simpli ed constraint sets can be obtained separately. Using the
terminology of Section 1, the algorithm of [FF97] is owinsensitive and therefore, does not perform strong updates.
Concrete type inference and call graph construction for
object-oriented languages are subsumed by our analysis.
There are many non-modular whole-program-analysis approaches for these two problems. Most use constraint-based
analysis [Suz81, PS91, PC94, Age95, GDDC97, DGC98], but
a few [CHS95, PR96, DMM96] are data- ow-based. Both
[CHS95,
PR96] are ow- and context-sensitive algorithms
for C++ ; we have compared our empirical results with those
in [PR96] which were non-scalable. No implementation is
reported in [CHS95]. [DMM96] presents di erent type analysis techniques for Modula-3, including hierarchy analysis,
ow-sensitive intraprocedural type propagation and contextinsensitive interprocedural type propagation. [GDDC97]
presents a more complex notion of context which subsumes
calling context and type context for some program variables.
It presents a general framework for call graph construction
of object-oriented programs. Among constraint-based approaches, [Suz81, DGC98] are ow- and context-insensitive,
while [PS91, PC94, Age95] are ow-insensitive, but contextsensitive. None of the above approaches handle exceptions.
[BS96] is an extension of hierarchy analysis for C++ and
thus it is ow- and context-insensitive.

7 Conclusions
A new technique called RCI for modular ow- and contextsensitive data- ow analysis has been presented, in the context of its application
to points-to analysis for a substantial
subset of C++ . This scalable algorithm does whole program
analysis without needing the entire program source in memory; each method must be in memory only four times during
algorithm execution. Initial empirical results attest to the
e ectiveness of this technique on moderate sized programs.
Extensions for Java with exceptions (but without threads)
and analysis of libraries also were discussed.
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A Pointer Assignment
The data- ow transfer function, apply, for a pointer assignment node n, is de ned in Figures 4 and 5. n.lhs, n.rhs
and n.sol are respectively the left hand side expression, the
right hand side expression and the current solution at n.
rdfe is a new dfelm hrc, hx, yii reaching the node n (i.e.,
rdfe 2= n:sol). lhs rc loc pairs is the set of pairs of relevant
contexts and objects that are modi ed by node n. Note that
if n.lhs has a dereference, lhs rc loc pairs is initially . Otherwise, it is initially hhempty, emptyi, n.lhsi. Consider the
following example. Let n.lhs be p!f1. A rdfe (hrc, hx, yii)
can imply a new lhs rc loc pair if and only if x is p. Thus if
the on top solution for this assignment was
hhempty, emptyi, hp, lii
hh(pinit eq qinit ),emptyi, hp, pinit ii
hhempty, emptyi, hq, mii

then lhs rc loc pairs would be


hhempty, emptyi, li;
hh(pinit eq qinit ),emptyi, pinit i
If n.lhs does not have dereference (i.e., n.lhs is a variable name p), then lhs rc loc pairs contains a single element hhempty, emptyi, pi and new lhs rc loc pairs is always
. rhs rc loc pairs is very similar to lhs rc loc pairs except
it is for n.rhs (i.e., the set of pairs of relevant contexts and
objects that are values of n.rhs).
pot aliases computes dfelms that need to be generated
due to potential aliases. pot non aliases computes dfelms
that need to be generated due to potential non-aliases.
The if statement at program point 3 checks if rdfe is killed
by node n. kills returns true if rdfe represents the value of a
pointer variable and n directly updates this pointer variable.
If n does not directly kill rdfe, there are two cases:
1. The assignment kills rdfe if certain unknown initial
values are not distinct. Consider when n.lhs is of the
form p!f1, rdfe represents the value of f 1 eld of an
unknown initial value s and p can point to a location that can be the concrete value of s (i.e., if p is of
type A, A and the type of s are compatible). In this
case, pot non aliases is called to generate dfelms that
condition the propagation of rdfe across n on potential
non-aliases. These dfelms require that s is not equal to
any of the unknown initial values that are compatible
with s and to which p currently points. If p points to
an object that cannot be same as s, rdfe is propagated
unconditionally across n.
2. n.lhs cannot update the location whose value rdfe represents. In this case, rdfe is propagated across n unconditionally. Here RCI makes conservative assumptions
about heap-names. Since, a heap-name can represent
more than one run-time object, RCI propagates rdfe
unconditionally across n if rdfe represents the value of
a eld of a heap-name.

B Complexity of RCI
In the following example, at program point s, pn points to
an exponential number of unknown initial values.
class A1 f
void method( A1 *a) f
public: A2 *f1 ;
A1 *p1 ;
public: A2 *f2 ;
...
g...
;
Ai *pi ;
...
class Ai f
An *pn ;
public: Ai+1 *f1 ;
p1 = a;
public: Ai+1 *f2 ;
if ( ) p2 = p1 !f1 ;
g...
;
else p2 = p1 !f2 ;
...
class An?1 f
if ( ) pi = pi?1 !f1 ;
public: An *f1 ;
else pi = pi?1 !f2 ;
public: An *f2 ;
...
g;
if ( ) pn = pn?1 !f1 ;
class An f g;
else pn = pn?1 !f2 ;

g s:

hrc, hx, fyii

apply( rdfe, n )

f
h
rc, hx, yii
n.lhs

dfelm

kills( n, rdfe )

// rdfe =
is a new
// reaching the pointer assignment node n.
old lhs rc loc pairs = lhs rc loc pairs;
old rhs rc loc pairs = rhs rc loc pairs;

g

n.lhs

[ new lhs rc loc pairs;
rhs rc loc pairs =
old rhs rc loc pairs [ new rhs rc loc pairs;

gg
2:

hrc4, hu.f1, vii
[f

n.lhs

g

g

hrc2,uivi
hrc1,
null f
rc1
rc2

f
!rc3

f

ff

for (each
in new rhs rc loc pairs)
for (each
in old lhs rc loc pairs)
if (u !=
)
=
and
;
= impose user defined bounds on
;
if (
has dereference)
// assuming
is of the form p f1
;
new dfe =
else
new dfe =
;
new generated dfes
new dfe ;

rc3
rc4

gg

g

n.lhs

hrc4,n.lhshu.f1, vii
hrc4, hu, vii
[f

rc3

!

g

[
new generated dfes = new generated dfes [
pot non aliases(new lhs rc loc pairs, n.sol, n);
3: if ( !kills(n, rdfe) ) f
if (can update(x,n)) f
new generated dfes = new generated dfes [
pot non aliases(lhs rc loc pairs, frdfeg, n);
gelse f
new generated dfes [ frdfeg;
g
g
return new generated dfes;
g
new generated dfes = new generated dfes
pot aliases(new generated dfes, n);

Figure 4: apply1

n.lhs p!f1
p
s.f1
s
compatible
A

A

// else say
is
and
is of type
*
if ( is
and
is an unknown initial value whose
type is
with )
return true;
else
return false;

x

new generated dfes = ;
// following loop is executed only if
// has dereference. Otherwise new lhs rc loc pairs
// is .
1: for (each
in new lhs rc loc pairs)
if (u !=
)
for (each
in rhs rc loc pairs)
=
and
;
= impose user defined bounds on
;
// assuming n.lhs is of the form p f1
;
new dfe =
new generated dfes
new dfe ;

rc3
rc4

f

if (
does not have dereference)
return false;

lhs rc loc pairs =
old lhs rc loc pairs

hrc1, ui
null f
hrc2, vrc2
i
rc1

g

n.lhs

can update( x, n )

new rhs rc loc pairs =
new rc loc pairs for rhs implied by rdfe;



x

return false;

new lhs rc loc pairs =
new rc loc pairs for lhs implied by rdfe;



f

// rdfe =
if (
does not have dereference)
if ( and
are the same variable)
return true;

g

pot aliases( dfes, n )

n.lhs

f

if (
does not have dereference)
return ;



n.lhs p!f1
hrc1, hu.f1, yii
u
z.f1
z
compatible
u
z.f1
f
rc2 rc1
(z u)
rc3
hrc3, hz.f1, yii

// else say
is
generated dfes pa = ;
for (each dfe
in dfes)
if ( is an unknown initial value )
for (each
such that
is an unknown initial value
with
and
has been found
to be used)
=
and
eq ;
= impose user defined bounds on
;
new dfe =
;
generated dfes pa
new dfe ;

g

[f

g
greturn
generated dfes pa;
g

f

f

rc2

g

pot non aliases( rc loc pairs, dfes, n )

n.lhs

if (
does not have dereference)
return ;



n.lhs p!f1
p

hrc1, hu.f1, yii
hrc2, vi
v
v u f
rc3 rc1
rc2
(u
rc4
hrc4, hu.f1, yii

f
A

// else say
is
and
is of type
*
generated dfes pna = ;
for (each dfe
in dfes such that
is a
unknown initial value whose type is
with
for (each
in rc loc pairs)
if ( is an unknown initial value
with )
if ( != )
=
and
and
neq ;
= impose user defined bounds on
;
;
new dfe =
generated dfes pna
new dfe ;

gg

v)

[f

f

else
generated dfes pna

gg

f

u
compatible
compatible
u

g

[ fhrc1, hu.f1, yiig;

greturn generated dfes pna;
g
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